Packed Lunch Menu

Choice of Sandwich Fillings:

- Cheese & Pickle
- Cheese & Tomato
- Ham & Mustard
- Beef & Horseradish
- Smoked Salmon & Cream Cheese

Bronze (10.95 pp)

Fresh Sandwich on a Choice of White or Brown Bread

Packet of Walkers Big Eat Crisps

Bottle of spring water

Chocolate Bar
Silver (11.95 pp)

Fresh Sandwich on a Choice of White or Brown Bread

Packet of Walkers Big Eat Crisps

Piece of Fresh Fruit

Pot of Local Yoghurt

Bottle of Spring water

Chocolate Bar

Gold (12.95 pp)

Fresh Sandwich on a Choice of White or Brown Bread

Packet of Walkers Big Eat Crisps

Piece of Fresh Fruit

Pot of Local Yoghurt

Bottle of spring water

Chocolate Bar

Cake/Flapjack